Harvard. — The Advocate would correct the current impression that the college committee is in general like the popular senator, high courts of justice, and the like, which are cropping out in many of our colleges, and says this committee is simply an avenue of communication between faculty and students, without regard to the discipline of the students. — The ladies of the executive committee of the Society for Collegiate Instruction (the Harvard Annex) have raised $67,000 toward an endowment fund, 1,600 students at Harvard; 1,534 at Ann Arbor.

Elsewhere. — The Yale Foot-Ball Association has a surplus of nearly $1,000; a new athletic field has just been opened; the college recently received a bequest of $100,000.

The Columbia boat club has withdrawn from the contest for the Childs cup.

Tuition fees at Princeton are less than at any other Eastern college, Rutgers excepted. The Princetonian protests against the idea that theirs is an expensive college. They give average maximum and minimum expenditures as $700 and $290, respectively.

The lighting of the library at Columbia has been provided for by the appropriation of $7,000 for the introduction of the Edison incandescent system.

Bowdoin is feeling happy under its new system of government, and we remark the absence of hazing this year.

Columbia is to have a new paper,—the Columbian,—which will make its appearance next term.

Dr. Hopkins recently lectured to the Sophomores of Columbia on the classic phrase, "I should smile."

The course at the University of Pennsylvania is now five years. The standard of admission has lately been raised, however, and the course will probably be shortened to four years.

There is talk of founding a large university at Milwaukee, Wis.

Translation in condensed French class: Il est louable de travailler, et blâmable de ne pas le faire. Student's translation: It is praiseworthy to travel, but blamable not to pay fare.

"I say, old fellow, you have n't said anything brilliant yet, and it is now eleven o'clock."

"Oh, well, I 'm a night blooming serious."